Board of County Commissioners of
Rio Blanco County, Colorado
This is a telephone meeting only.
To participate call: 9708789432
Special Meeting Agenda August 5, 2020

Public Comment: Any member of the public may address the Board on matters which
are within the jurisdiction of the Board. If you are addressing the Board regarding a matter
listed on the Agenda, you are requested to make your comments when the Board takes that
matter. Please limit your comments to three minutes per member or five minutes per group. The
public comment time is not for questions and answers. It is your time to express your views.
1.

8:15 a.m. Call to order:
A.

Changes to August 5, 2020 Agenda

2.

Convene as the Board of Health of Rio Blanco County, Colorado

3.

Adjourn as the Board of Health of Rio Blanco County, Colorado

4.

Convene as the Board of County Commissioners of Rio Blanco County, Colorado

5.

BUSINESS

6.

A.

Move to approve/deny the Protect Our Neighbors Certification form. (No signature)

B.

Move to approve/deny Concealed Handgun Permit Course Event Plan. (No signature)

C.

Move to approve/deny the hiring of a Human Services Administrative Assistant. (No
signature)

OTHER BUSINESS
Adjourn

The agenda is provided for informational purposes only; all times are approximate. Agenda items will
normally be considered in the order they appear on the agenda. However, the Board may alter the
Agenda, take breaks during the meeting, work through the noon hour and even continue an item for a
future meeting date. The Board, while in session, may consider other items that are brought before it.
Scheduled items may be continued if the Board is unable to complete the Agenda as scheduled.
The next regular Board meeting is tentatively scheduled for August 11, 2020 in the Rio Blanco County
Historic Courthouse, 555 Main Street, 3rd Floor Hearing Room, Meeker, Colorado 81641. Please
check the County’s website for information at http://rbc.us/186/BoardofCountyCommissioners. If
you need special accommodations please call 9708789431 in advance of the meeting so that
reasonable accommodations may be made.

BUSINESS
Move to approve/deny the Protect Our Neighbors
Certification form.
No Signature
Copies: 1
Route to:
BOCC Meeting – 8/5/2020

Rio Blanco County
Protect Our Neighbors Certification
Application and Containment Plan
I.

Hospitals in the county or region have sufficient bed
capacity to manage a 20% surge in hospital admissions or
patient transfers.
Metric 1:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
Our local hospitals (Pioneers Medical Center and Rangely District Hospital) currently have an average
daily census of 4 and 2, with a total bed capacity of 16 and 25 respectively. Our regional transfer tertiary
care center, St Mary’s Hospital in Grand Junction, has an average census of ____ with a total bed capacity
of ____.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
A 20% surge in hospital admissions or transfers for our critical access hospitals would involve an
admission of 8 stable patients or more than 2 critical patients on any given day, or an 80% full census at
either hospital. Our regional warning indicator would involve ____________________.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.
Interventions would include transfer (or potentially exchange) of patients to regional referral hospitals,
either in Grand Junction CO or Denver/Salt Lake depending upon bed availability. Should surge capacity
be reached at regional care centers, use of alternate care sites in Mesa County would be implemented
region-wide (see St. Mary’s surge capacity plan, which includes the Rio Blanco County population).
II.

Local hospitals have 2 weeks of PPE available
based on current PPE use standards.
Metric 2:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
Both Hospitals (PMC and RDH) have at least a 30 day supply of adequate PPE based on current PPE use
standards.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Should either hospital experience a 50% decrease in PPE on hand, meaning that they reach a 2 week
supply of PPE.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.
Via Emergency Management, additional supplies would be distributed from county health, and
replacement requested through WebEOC and other established supply chain resources via CDHPE, Mesa
County regional cache supplies, and the Northwest Regional HCC.

III.

Stable (no greater than 25% increase) or
declining counts of new confirmed COVID-19
hospitalizations in the county’s referral hospitals in the
last 14 days compared to previous 14 day period OR
no more than 2 new hospital admissions of county
residents with confirmed COVID-19 on a single day in
the last 14 days.

Metric 3:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
We are currently not experiencing any COVID hospitalizations of county residents.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Should either hospital experience 2 new hospital admissions related to COVD-19 in any single day, or
should St. Mary’s see a 25% increase in COVID-19 hospitalizations.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.
In the event we reach this indicator, the Board of County Commissioners will be notified and a special
Board of Health meeting would be called with representation from both local hospitals. Mesa County
EPR team would also be notified, and asked to consult with county ICS regarding regional status
monitoring and alternate care site availability. Community wide efforts would be implemented to
decrease the spread and severity of infection, including additional restrictions for vulnerable individuals
and congregate living facilities, additional requirements for caregivers and healthcare workers in county
(resume temperature check screenings, no-visitor policies, and PPE standards), and educational efforts
would be taken to increase mask wearing in public areas. The county would also continue to review event
applications and make recommendations for cancellations based on current metrics.
IV.

For a county/jurisdiction with a population of
less than 30,000, no more than 7 cases in a two week
period, excluding cases among residents of
congregate facilities experiencing outbreaks.
Metric 4:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
We are currently meeting this metric, with no new cases (including among residents of congregate
facilities) in the past 14 days.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Two consecutive weeks with 3 or more confirmed cases.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.

In Rio Blanco County, should we see three or more cases arise in two consecutive weeks, we would alert
our Board of County Commissioners and schedule a Board of Health meeting after 6 confirmed cases in
two weeks (or 14 days) in an effort to plan for a more severe outbreak. Local hospitals, towns, school
district superintendents, and the emergency manager would be invited to this meeting, and ICS command
would reconvene on the county level to prepare a response to additional cases. Local school districts will
also be monitoring cases within their district/jurisdictional boundaries to determine actions to be taken
within each district.
V.

County or region has the capacity to test (collect
samples and testing partnerships) 15 people per
10,000 residents per day.

Metric 5:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
We currently have the capacity to test approximately 80 people per day, with a county of roughly 6000
citizens. For the past 3 weeks, we have conducted an average of 80 tests per week.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Should we lose the ability to test at public health, either due to lack of supplies, state lab testing capacity,
or staff shortages, Pioneers Medical Center and Rangely District Hospital would become the primary
testing sites for all citizens in-county, as they were at the beginning of the pandemic. We do not expect
either facility to be unable to test 7.5 people per day on either end of the county, as this has been
occurring throughout the pandemic. Should this happen it would most likely be due to lack of testing
supplies. If unable to test at least 10 people per day at each facility, this would serve as a warning
indicator that additional methods to acquire testing supplies would be necessary.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.
In light of a severe testing supply shortage that would result in our county being unable to test 20 people
per day (at both hospitals combined), we would request additional testing resources through CDPHE and
surrounding counties. Every effort would also be made to purchase additional testing materials from
private vendors. It is our goal to acquire a surplus of supplies from private vendors in the coming weeks
to prepare for this scenario in order to have at least 250 back up test kits available for this scenario.
VI.

LPHA is able to implement Colorado’s case
investigation and contact tracing protocol for at least
85% of assigned cases within 24 hours.
Metric 6:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
We currently have the capacity to implement the Colorado case investigation and contact tracing protocol
for 100% of our cases within 24 hours.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Greater than 10 cases in one week.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall

below the threshold described in this metric.
We estimate our current capacity in house is to meet this metric for up to 20 cases per week with our
current staffing. We are opted in to the CDPHE CRC Response Tier system (2a) in the event we exceed
this capacity. We have recently made the addition of a 0.8 FTE in the public health department dedicated
entirely to COVID response. We also have the funding to support PRN contract employees to add to our
baseline staff should the need arise. Should we reach 10 cases within one week, we would initiate the tier
response system through CDPHE in anticipation of meeting our capacity of 20.
VII.

LPHA has a documented surge-capacity plan
that they can investigate and contact trace their
share, based on population, of our state’s overall 500
cases per day goal. This means they need to be able
to investigate and contact trace up to 8.7 cases per
100,000 population per day.
Metric 7:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
We estimate our current capacity to contact trace and investigate as many as 20 cases per week.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Greater than 10 cases in one week.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.
We estimate our current capacity in house is to meet this metric for up to 20 cases per week with our
current staffing. We are opted in to the CDPHE CRC Response Tier system (2a) in the event we exceed
this capacity.
VIII.

LPHA has documented strategies in place to
offer testing, in conjunction with health care systems
and other testing locations, to close contacts of
outbreak-associated cases.
Metric 8:

A. What is the current status of this metric in the county/region?
We currently have the capacity to test 100% of close contacts of all known cases.
B. Specify a "warning indicator" *(This indicator should signal when the county/region is
close to falling below the threshold described in this metric)
Should public health or either hospital be unable to test at least 10 contacts per day, this would serve as a
warning indicator.
C. Describe the interventions to be implemented should the county/region start to fall
below the threshold described in this metric.

Rio Blanco County has a Drive-Thru testing plan that was established through our ICS in April. We have
all supplies and hardware necessary to initiate this within 24 hours should the need arise. This would
occur if we have the need to test more than 20 individuals in one day in either town (Meeker or Rangely).
We also have a mutual aid agreement in place with our neighboring Moffat County should testing
capacity be exceeded.

Comment [1]: Have not talked to

Moffat about this yet

BUSINESS
Move to approve/deny Concealed Handgun Permit
Course Event Plan.
No Signature
Copies: 1
Route to:
BOCC Meeting – 8/5/2020

7/31/2020

Rio Blanco County 2020 Events

Rio Blanco County 2020 Events
If your event utilizes resources from Rio Blanco County, The Town of Meeker or The Town of Rangely, please
fill out the following form. Resources include facilities such as fairgrounds, property owned by the county
or towns, staff resources, Road and Bridge Signage/staff assistance, etc. Resources may also include any
grant or other funding that were distributed by the county or towns.

Name of Event:
Concealed Handgun Permit Course

Date of Event
MM

DD

YYYY

08 / 09 / 2020

This Event Utilizes Resources from (select all that apply): *
Rio Blanco County
Town of Meeker
Town of Rangely
None of the Above

Resource(s) used (name of facility, grant funding, county/town staff resources, etc): *
Meeker Heritage Culture Center

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13yovWPkVWqMQHbSInPsbILx4e6x2hnAJIDNlVvKKNBc/edit#response=ACYDBNgrFH86shJ-g99Wv6D2jcIIR62UzT… 1/2

7/31/2020

Rio Blanco County 2020 Events

Please upload your COVID-19 Safety Plan or paste into text box below.

Safety Plan details here if not uploaded above:
Masks worn by those who medically can, social distancing, good person hygiene sanitation requested of
everyone, and limiting physical contact.

The BoCC will be taking recommendations from the Public Health Department weekly at
BoCC meetings (2nd, 3rd, 4th Tuesdays, 11am) on any event that will be taking place that
utilizes county resources. Although not required, we would request the presence of a
representative of the event at the BoCC meeting in the event that questions arise. If your
event utilizes town resources, the form will be forwarded to the appropriate party. Thank
you for your cooperation!

This form was created inside of Rio Blanco County.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13yovWPkVWqMQHbSInPsbILx4e6x2hnAJIDNlVvKKNBc/edit#response=ACYDBNgrFH86shJ-g99Wv6D2jcIIR62UzT… 2/2

BUSINESS
Move to approve/deny the hiring of a Human
Services Administrative Assistant.
No Signature
Copies: No document
Route to:
BOCC Meeting – 8/5/2020

